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- Tasking is the natural way for expressing parallelism for the algorithms they are used to write (lists, trees, graphs, …). Loop worksharing presented as a compact way to express tasks coming out of loops with granularity control
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Bottom up and being in total control

Fork join, data parallel, explicit data placement

Top down, potentials and hints rather than how-to's,

Tools for taskification, performance prediction and debugging
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• **Locality optimizations / latency tolerance**
  - Let the **runtime** do optimizations that are hard for programmers: reuse, prefetch, overlap data transfers (MPI/OpenMP, OpenMP/accelerator), …

• **Handling resource heterogeneity**
  - Tasks encapsulating work to be offloaded to accelerators
  - Compatibility with proprietary low level technologies (lot of efforts devoted here!)
  - Let the **runtime** make decisions about scheduling (core/accelerator/…): autotuning, dynamic resource allocation and load balancing
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Annotation of function declarations or definitions
To compute dependences
To allow concurrent execution of commutative tasks (reductions)

Task implementation for a GPU device
The compiler parses CUDA kernel invocation syntax

```c
#pragma omp target device ({ smp | cuda })
[ implements ( function_name )]
{ copy_deps | [ copy_in ( array_spec, ...)] [ copy_out (...)] [ copy_inout (...)] }
```

Support for multiple implementations of a task

Ask the runtime to ensure data is accessible in the address space of the device
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- Ask the runtime to ensure data is accessible in the address space of the device

```c
#pragma omp taskwait [on (....)] [noflush]
```

- Wait for sons or specific data availability

- Relax consistency to main program
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• **Task aggregation:**
  • In recursive programs *final and mergeable* already here
  • In unbounded loops with task no solution yet
Want to try OmpSs?

Visit us @ booth 235
Download @ pm.bsc.es